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ABSTRACT

Herpes Zoster (HZ) is a segmental eruption of grouped vesicles that are confined to a dermatome. There is dermatomal distribution of skin rash, which is unilateral. When two non contagious dermatomes are involved, if affected bilaterally, it is called HZ duplex bilateralis; if unilaterally, unilateralis. HZ duplex bilateralis is extremely rare in immunocompetent children. This report describes a 12-year old girl with bilateral HZ. She had no features of immunosupression. She was treated with oral acyclovir for one week. No complications, including post herpetic neuralgia, were observed during the follow up period of three months.
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INTRODUCTION
Varicella Zoster Virus (VZV) remains latent in dorsal root ganglion cells after an attack of varicella or vaccination. Herpes Zoster, also known as shingles, occurs as the result of reactivation of the latent VZV. HZ is characterized by unilateral vesicular rash and pain limited to a single dermatome. It is a common disease in older people with relative compromise in cell mediated immunity. Below the age of 45, the annual incidence of HZ is less than 1 in 1000 population. Bilateral HZ is extremely rare, with incidence of less than 0.1 percent of all HZ cases, and usually develops in immunocompromised patients.

CASE REPORT
A 12-year-old girl, from Katari, Morang, presented with complaints of fluid filled lesions on her abdomen, sides of trunk and back for 3 days. Two days prior to the eruption of vesicles, she had felt mild pain and burning sensation over the affected area. The lesions were sudden in onset, erupted initially as vesicles in erythematous base. The lesions had burning sensation and were mildly painful. She noticed few grouped vesicles initially over her left hypochondriac region. The very next day, the lesions spread to the sides and back with simultaneous appearance of vesicles over right side of the chest and back. There was no history suggestive of immunosupressed status. On examination, there were grouped vesicles on erythematous skin. The lesions had bilateral dermatomal distribution (Left: T8,9, and Right: T6,7). (Figure 1)

DISCUSSION
Herpes Zoster occurs due to reactivation of Varicella Zoster Virus (VZV) that remains latent after the primary infection of varicella. It is characterized by grouped vesicles, distributed unilaterally, usually over one or two adjacent dermatomes. Usually, the initial manifestation of zoster is pain that is sharply localized to skin area supplied by one or more dermatomes. When zoster occurs in two non contiguous dermatomes, the condition is termed as HZ duplex unilateralis or bilateralis, on the basis of whether one half or both halves of the body are involved. In cases of immunosupression, VZV can get reactivated in multiple dorsal root ganglia and result multidermatomal HZ. This may present with lesions...
involving multiple contiguous, noncontiguous, bilateral or unusual dermatomes.

HZ occurs largely in older adults and immunosuppressed individuals. Non contiguous HZ with simultaneous multiple dermatome involvement is a rare presentation in both immunocompromised and immunocompetent patients. It has been postulated that waning of specific cell-mediated immunity may result in reactivation of the latent VZV. However, regarding the determinants for trigger of HZ, very little is known in children with no underlying factors for immunosuppression. In adults, the factors that trigger the pathogenesis include physical trauma, mental stress, age, malignancy or any other immunosuppressive states. HZ duplex bilateral is rarely reported, especially in immunocompetent individuals. In 2012 and until then, an article reviewed by Castronovo and Nikkels, only 23 cases of HZ duplex bilateralis has been reported worldwide. Most of the cases had immunosuppression, leukemia, malignancy or HIV infection. Among them, there were just five cases of HZ duplex bilateralis or unilateralis in immunocompetent cases. Most of the previously described cases occurred in context of primary immunodeficiency, acquired immunodeficiency, old age or persons in immunosuppressive medications. In our case, the patient was young and was immunocompetent.

The diagnosis of HZ is mainly clinical, based on the distinctive distribution of lesions. T-Zanck smear is a very useful diagnostic test, confirming the diagnosis in 80% of the cases. In HZ, the levels of IgG antibody increase rapidly and reach a higher titer than during the primary infection.

Treatment for HZ duplex bilateralis remains the same as the common treatment for HZ, which includes an antiviral drug, management of pain and care of skin lesions. It usually resolves without sequel in children and young adults with intact immune systems. In our case, her immune response was normal and she had no complications associated with herpes zoster. HZ duplex bilateralis showed prognosis similar to that for HZ with only one nerve ganglion involved. It seemed that HZ duplex bilateralis is not a risk factor for poor prognosis and post herpec neuralgia.

CONCLUSION

Herpes zoster duplex bilateralis is a rare presentation in immunocompetent adolescences. However, possibility should be suspected even in immunocompetent children who present with characteristic history and skin findings. There is high chance of clinical misdiagnosis as it can also occur in children with no underlying factors for immunosupression.
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